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Abstract— This paper proposes the Graph theoretical 

Approach of three-phase power system using Short circuit 

analysis. The growing demand for reliable electrical power 

supply has forced the application of computers in electrical 

power system analysis. The mathematical model of power 

system network for the purpose of steady state analysis such 

as load flow and planning studies or short circuit studies are 

a set of network equations. These network equations can be 

established in the bus frame of reference (using Zbus), in the 

loop frame of reference (using Zloop), or in the branch 

frame of reference (using    Z Branch). To solve network 

equations of a large-scale power system, it necessary to 

choose the proper frame of reference with the least matrix 

size. In this proposed work fault analysis is done (using 

Zloop) with loop incidence matrix(C) and also with Zbus for 

IEEE 14 bus system through MATLAB. Encouraging 

results are obtained in graph theoretical approach (using 

Zloop) compared to conventional approach (using Zbus). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Power system fault analysis is the process of determining 

the bus voltages and line currents during the occurrence of 

various types of faults. Faults on power systems can be 

divided into three-phase balanced faults and unbalanced 

faults. Three types of unbalanced fault occurrence on power 

system transmission lines are single line to ground fault, line 

to line fault, and double line to ground fault. Fault studies 

are used to select and set the proper protective devices and 

switchgears.  

The determination of the bus voltages and line 

currents is very important in the fault analysis of power 

system. The process consists of various methods of 

mathematical calculation which is difficult to perform by 

hand. The calculation can be easily done by computer which 

is generated by a program developed using MATLAB. The 

bus frame of reference in admittance form was employed in 

the first application of digital computers to short circuit 

studies. This method which was patterned after similar 

techniques employed for load flow calculations used an 

iterative technique. This required a complete iterative 

solution for each fault type and fault locations. The current 

and voltages are required for large number of fault locations. 

Consequently this method was not adopted generally. The 

development of techniques for applying digital computer to 

form the bus impedance matrix made it feasible to use 

Thevenin’s theorem for short circuit   calculations (The 

theorem can be stated as follows: With respect to any single 

external circuit connected to any given pair of terminals of a 

network, the network can be replaced by a single branch 

having an impedance Z equal to the impedance measured at 

these terminals looking into the network (when all the 

network emf’s are made zero) and containing a single emf  

Ef equal to the open circuit voltage of the network across the 

given pair of terminals).This approach provides an efficient 

means of determining short circuit current and voltage 

because these values can be obtained with few arithmetic 

operations involving only related portions of the bus 

impedance matrix.  

II. GRAPH THEORY 

Many real world situations can conveniently be described by 

means of a diagram consisting of a set of points together 

with lines joining certain pairs of these points. In 

mathematics and computer science, graph theory is the study 

of graphs: mathematical structures used to model conjugated 

relations between objects from a certain collection. A graph 

is an abstract notion of a set of nodes and connection 

relations among them, that is, a collection of vertices or 

nodes and a collection of edges that connect pairs of 

vertices. A graph may be undirected, meaning that there is 

no distinction between the two vertices associated with each 

edge, or its edges may be directed from one vertex to 

another. Applications of graph theory are primarily, but not 

exclusively, concerned with labelled graphs and various 

specializations of these. Structures that can be represented as 

graphs are ubiquitous, and many problems of practical 

interest can be represented by graphs. For example, in 

electric circuit theory, the Kirchhoff’s voltage law and 

Kirchhoff’s current law are only concerned with the 

structures and properties of the electric circuit. Then, any 

concrete electric circuit can be abstracted as a graph.Here, 

let us give a simple electric circuit (See Fig. 1.a), and its 

structure can be expressed as a graph (See Fig. 1.b). 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 1: (a) The schematic diagram of the electric network. 

(b)An undirected graph representation of the electric 

network with its edges’ weights corresponding to the 

resistance value of each branch. 
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Graph theory can be used to model many different 

physical and abstract systems such as transportation and 

communication networks, models for business 

administration, political science, psychology and so on. 

Efficient storage and algorithm design techniques based on 

the graph representation make it particularly useful for 

computer use. There are many algorithms that can be 

applied to solve different kinds of problems, such as 

Breadth-first search, Depth-first search, Bellman-Ford 

algorithm, Dijkstra’s algorithm, Ford-Fulkerson algorithm, 

Kruskal’s algorithm, the Nearest neighbour algorithm, 

Prim's algorithm, etc. Hereinto, Breadth-first search (BFS) is 

a graph search algorithm that begins at the root node and 

explores all the neighbouring nodes. Then, for each of those 

nearest nodes, it explores their unexplored neighbour nodes, 

and so on, until it finds the goal. 

III. SHORT CIRCUIT ANALYSIS USING LOOP FRAME OF 

REFERENCE 

Fault analysis of power system can be computed using loop 

frame of reference by applying graph theoretical rules such 

as BFS,DFS which makes the computation easier and robust 

.short circuit analysis for IEEE 14- bus is been done 

considering fault near line ‘a’. For short circuit analysis it is 

assumed that each machine is represented by a constant a 

constant voltage behind the machine reactance, transients or 

sub transients, Neglecting shunt connections, setting all 

transformers at nominal taps. 

A. Steps To Be Followed For Fault Analysis Using Graph 

Theory 

Step 1: Analyse the IEEE 14-bus system to overcome the 

practical computation difficulties. 

Step 2: Apply graph theoretical rules such as BFS, DFS to 

form graph of the studied network. 

Step 3: Form loops by adding links to every branch of the 

network. 

Step 4: Compute loop incidence matrix ‘C’ with basic loops. 

Step 5: Form primitive impedance matrix ‘Zbb’ using line 

data of the system. 

Step 6: Loop impedance calculation is performed by 

Zloop =Ct* Zbb*C.  (1) 

Step 7: Loop current can be calculated both in state of pre 

fault and post fault using expression. 

Iloop(f)
a,b,c =(Zloop

a,b,c)-1×Eloop(f)
a,b,c        (2) 

B. Development Of Network Graph For A Standard Ieee 

14-Bus System 

In the present IEEE 14-Bus Network, apparently all buses 

interconnected, forming several loops. By selecting 

appropriate loop we can determine the loop incidence matrix 

which then used to determine loop impedance matrix. 

 
Fig. 2: IEEE 14- bus power network 

 
Fig. 3: Graph of an IEEE 14- bus power network 

C. Basic Loop Incidence Matrix ‘C’ 

Matrix ‘C’ with ‘i’ rows and ‘j’ columns , incidence of the 

elements to basic loops of the connected graph. Where Cij=1 

if ith element is incident to and oriented in same direction as 

ith basic loop, Cij=-1 if ith element is incident to and oriented 

in the opposite direction as the jth basic loop, Cij=0 ith 

element is not incident to jth basic loop. 

e|e L o q r s t 

a 0 -1 0 0 0 0 

b 0 0 0 0 0 0 

c 0 0 0 -1 1 0 

d 0 0 0 -1 1 0 

e 0 0 0 0 1 0 

f 0 0 0 0 -1 0 

g 0 0 0 0 1 0 

h 0 0 0 0 0 -1 

i 0 0 0 0 0 1 

j 0 0 0 0 0 1 

k -1 0 1 0 0 0 

m 0 0 0 0 -1 0 

n 0 1 -1 0 0 0 
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p 1 0 0 0 0 0 

l 1 0 0 0 0 0 

o 0 1 0 0 0 0 

q 0 0 1 0 0 0 

r 0 0 0 1 0 0 

s 0 0 0 0 1 0 

t 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Table 1. Basic loop incidence matrix ‘C’ for IEEE14-bus 

D. Primitive Impedance Matrix ‘Zbb’ 

Primitive impedance matrix comprises of all the line 

impedance of the network represented by Zbb .which is a 

diagonal matrix in such that all the off diagonal elements are 

zero. Table.2 represents 20×20 matrix of IEEE14 bus 

system in which only diagonal elements are tabulated. 

Elements of matrix Impedance(p.u) 

1,1 0.22949 

2,2 0.25202 

3,3 0.28380 

4,4 0.29792 

5,5 0.38773 

6,6 0.29876 

7,7 0.09028 

8,8 0.55618 

9,9 0.17615 

10,10 0.20912 

11,11 0.18564 

12,12 0.22041 

13,13 0.18296 

14,14 0.20347 

15,15 0.18368 

16,16 0.06226 

17,17 0.04117 

18,18 0.14610 

19,19 0.20886 

20,20 0.11001 

Table 2. Primitive impedance matrix ‘Zbb’ for IEEE 14-bus 

E. Loop Impedance Matrix ‘Zloop’ 

The loop impedance matrix Zloop can be obtained by using 

the basic loop incidence matrix 'C’ to relate the variables 

and parameters of loop quantities of the interconnected 

network. 

0.5728 0 
-

0.1856 
0 0 0 

0 0.4747 
-

0.1830 
0 0 0 

-

0.1856 

-

0.1830 
0.4098 0 0 0 

 

0 

 

0 

 

0 

 

0.7278 

-

0.5817 
0 

0 0 0 
-

0.5817 
1.7878 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1.0515 

Table 3. Loop impedance matrix ‘Zloop’ for IEEE 14bus 

F. Current Calculations 

Pre fault current can be calculated by loop impedance matrix 

using expression (7.1) 

Iloop(f)
a,b,c

=(Zloop
a,b,c

)-1×Eloop
a,b,c

    (4) 

Where Eloop
a,b,c

 represents the loop voltage prior to the fault, 

expression Eloop(f)
a,b,c

 represents loop voltage after fault in line 

‘a’ 

 

0.0754 

0.1755 

0.1411 

0.0534 

0.0245 

0.0141 

Table 4. Pre fault loop current in p.u for IEEE 14-bu 

0.1211 

0.4449 

0.2821 

0.0534 

0.0245 

0.0141 

Table 5. post fault loop current at line ‘a’ in p.u for IEEE 

14-bus 

METHOD OF 

COMPUTATION 

COMPUTATION TIME IN 

SECONDS 

Zbus 0.006563 

Zloop 0.003232 

Table 6. Comparison of time elapse during computation of 

fault in various methods 

 
Fig. 7.3: Comparison Graph for various references in fault 

calculation 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The ZLoop matrix, developed based on the topological 

structure of power systems have been used to solve the fault 

studies problem. The loop impedance matrix is responsible 

for the variation between the loop current and branch 

current, and the branches and links tables are responsible for 

the variation between the branch current and links current. 

The proposed solution method is primarily based on these 

two tables with matrix multiplication. Short circuit  analysis 

with Zloop using  loop incidence matrix ‘C’ is done for 

IEEE 14-bus system through MATLAB. It is observed that 

conventional method Zbus matrix size is very large and 

hence the computational time is more compared to Zloop 

with least matrix size. 
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